
NAR Economic Overview

The economy maintained its 
expansionary momentum during 

domestic product rose at an annual 

estimate from the Bureau of Economic 

output was underpinned by continued 
increases in consumer spending and 
government expenditures.

Consumer spending - the main 
component of GDP - posted the 

of 2014, with a 4.0 percent advance, 

outlook remained on an upward path. 
Consumers increased their spending 
for both goods and services. Spending 
on durable goods was dominated by 
a 12.4 percent increase in purchases 
of recreational vehicles and goods, 

comprises the traditional summer 
vacation season. Consumers enjoyed 
traveling as part of their vacations, with 
spending at hotels and restaurants up 
by 7.0 percent. 

Homeowners faced with tight housing 
supply, are extending their tenure and 
taking the remodeling path, boosting 
spending on furniture and household 

remained on an upward trend, with a 

clothing retailers a boost, with sales of 
clothing and shoes advancing by 11.7 
percent. 

Business spending lost the momentum 

increased at a soft 0.8 percent annual 

respectively. Corporate investments in 
real estate declined - both commercial 

SLOWDOWN IN BUSINESS INVESTMENTS 
MODERATES SIOR MARKET ADVANCE IN Q3 2018 

SIOR INDEX BY INDUSTRY
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0.4 percent, with cuts in transportation 

industrial and information processing 

property products - software, research 
and development - advanced at a 
7.9 percent annual rate, spurred by 
a double-digit increase in software 
spending. 

this year on a wide swath of import 

levied by trading partners. The higher 
prices of U.S. products were being felt in 

of the year. Exports declined at a 3.5 

with manufactured goods experiencing 

GDP calculations - rose at 9.1 percent 
annual rate, riding a stronger consumer 
spending wave. 

Government spending, the other major 
GDP component, maintained an upward 
momentum, with a 3.3 percent annual 
gain. Federal government spending 
was driven by a 4.7 percent increase 
in defense and a 1.6 percent rise in 
nondefense expenditures. State and 
local governments also boosted their 
spending, with a 3.2 percent annual rate 
advance. 

Positive employment trends remained 
a solid foundation for the economic 

employment posted a net increase of 
569,000 new jobs, based on data from 
the Bureau of Labor Statistics. 

Private service-providing industries 
accounted for the majority of new 
positions, with 388,000 net new jobs. 
Within the service industries, the 

professional and business services 
and health care, which added 158,000 
and 105,200 new jobs. Transportation 

the trade activity, adding 53,300 new 
jobs. Financial services added 28,000 

industrial properties should remain 
solid for the balance of 2018, as 
employment gains in warehousing 

their sails. The manufacturing sector 
continued boosting its payrolls, with the 
addition of 45,000 new positions, while 
the construction industry added 68,000 

continues dealing with store closures, 
the industry experienced retrenching 
in employment, as employers cut 6,500 

15,100 jobs eliminated in the prior 

declined further during the third 

July to 3.7 percent in September. The 
number of workers employed on a 
part-time basis for economic reasons 
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well as on a yearly basis, by 7.4 percent 
and 7.2 percent, respectively. The labor 
force participation rate moved sideways 

Fueled by economic gains, consumer 

Conference Board’s Consumer 

percent year-over-year, to 133.7, the 

Consumer sentiment index compiled by 
the University of Michigan also posted 

year to 98.1, compared with the 95.1 

The second half of the year GDP is 
expected to continue on an upward 
trend, leading to a solid economic gain 
for 2018. Based on the latest economic 

advance at a 3.1 percent annual rate. 

SIOR Index Results

Based on the SIOR Commercial Real 
Estate Index, commercial markets 
experienced slight moderation in 
underlying fundamentals. The SIOR 

2018 data, decreased 1.2 points from 

compared with the prior year, the index 
rose by 7.0 percent, or 5.5 percent. The 
national index, based on 10 variables 
pertinent to the performance of U.S. 

a balanced market, meaning that the 
current value of the national index is 
pointing to growing conditions, having 
surpassed its historical average.  The 

the 100-point threshold since the Great 
Recession.

markets continued improving. The 

The industrial index rose to 143.9 in the 

gain year-over-year.

SIOR members reported gains in 
fundamentals.  

• Leasing activity exceeded historical 
levels for 57 percent of SIORs who 
responded to a market survey.  

• Rents remained positive - 82 percent 
ascertained that rents were above 
historical trends. Meanwhile, 16 percent 
indicated that rents were in line with 
long-term averages, and only two 
percent of SIOR members considered 
that asking rents were below those of 
one year ago.  

• Vacancies continued declining, with 61 
percent of respondents reporting lower 
availability rates.  

SIOR INDEX BY REGION
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• Subleasing availability also declined, 

respondents feeling that there was 
ample sublease space in their markets; 
63 percent considered subleasing to 

industrial spaces remained positive, 
with 57 percent of SIOR members 
reporting new construction during the 

building development close to historical 
averages.  

• Development conditions continued 
favoring sellers during the period, with 
68 percent of SIORs rating it a seller’s 
market.  Investment prices were above 
costs for 48 percent of respondents.  

Local economies provided positive 
contributions to local real estate 
markets, with 75 percent of SIOR 
respondents indicating that their local 
economies were strong and improving. 

Only three percent of SIOR members felt 
that their local economy was slowing 
or contracting. The national economy 

local markets, with 56 percent of 
SIOR responses indicating a positive 
impact upon their markets, compared 

Nine percent of SIOR respondents 
experienced a negative impact upon 
their markets from national economic 

Regionally, the survey respondents 
expressed improving conditions during 
the period. The South posted the 
highest index value, at 144.0, with a 10.6 
percent yearly gain. The West recorded 
the second highest regional index value, 
at 139.4, a 3.8 percent advance. The 
Midwest - with an index value of 139.3 - 
closed in on the West, with a 9.9 percent 
gain from a year ago. The Northeast 
rose solidly, by 8.2 percent from the 
prior year, to a value of 131.2 during the 

The outlook for 2018 remained positive, 

year. SIOR members continued to expect 
conditions to improve - 56 percent of 
respondents indicated growth in the 

felt the markets would maintain 

SIOR members - 9 percent in the third 

expected conditions to decline.  

For more information on the SIOR 
Commercial Real Estate Index 
methodology, visit www.sior.com/
resources/commercial-real-estate-
index.
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